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Abstract An analysis of the exploration model that the oil

and gas industry currently follows suggests that it often

restricts innovation and inhibits exploration efforts.

Examples of large, underexplored areas with significant oil

and gas potential demonstrate how the current exploration

model fails to allow adequate exploration efforts to be

conducted. A description of a possible new exploration

model is presented, involving the use of exploration tech-

nologies already available, as a means of breaking the

paradigm of the current exploration model. Results of

recent applications of such a model suggest that it can be

applied both onshore and offshore, and that it is effective in

detecting anomalies associated with significant hydrocar-

bon accumulations. Employing the new exploration model

proposed, it was possible to effectively identify 99% of

known hydrocarbon accumulations, although it was most

effective at detecting hydrocarbon accumulation anomalies

with a linear extent of over 2 km, and it also allowed a

valuable ranking of the identified leads. In conjunction with

appropriate exploration tools, it reduced exploration risk by

avoiding ‘‘false alarms,’’ since it can effectively indicate

areas without hydrocarbon potential, even when other

geophysical tools would suggest prospectivity. These

results suggest that the proposed alternative exploration

model can provide a more direct means of assessing the

hydrocarbon potential of large exploratory areas, even

before other geophysical investigations provide detailed

information on possible targets. Breaking the paradigm of

the current exploration model may thus be able to shorten

the exploration cycle, reduce costs and allow resource

development to proceed in frontier regions that would not

otherwise be likely to attract exploratory efforts.
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Introduction

As currently practiced, the exploration model that the oil

and gas industry follows condemns it to a long and onerous

process, before reaching conclusions regarding the

prospectivity potential of those regions. The process of

identification of prospective areas and risk reduction

assessments, conducted prior to drilling the first explora-

tory well, can take years and require investments on a scale

that the industry cannot currently justify. Due to the cost,

delay and risk involved in such exploratory campaigns,

many possibly attractive areas are left unexplored for long

periods. Historically, in times of crises, paradigms have

been broken and new business models have been adopted.

Faced with a difficult economic scenario and the challenge

of immense frontier areas to be prospected, together with

high exploratory project risks, the oil and gas industry

again needs to break a paradigm and adopt a new explo-

ration model. A new exploration model should allow a

faster, less expensive and more direct way of assessing the

prospectivity of large exploratory areas and of identifying

oil and gas leads. New and emerging technologies are the

key to achieving this change. If the industry is to overcome

the current market difficulties that are holding back

exploratory projects, and resume large-scale prospecting
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activity in frontier areas, it must aggressively break the

paradigm of the current exploration model. That involves

adopting a new exploration model and appropriate

technologies.

The conventional exploration model

The conventional exploration model that the oil and gas

(O&G) industry has been using for decades involves a

certain order in the use of geophysical investigation tools,

according to the level of knowledge and the size of the area

being investigated. Onshore, the exploration model usually

entails field observations, the use of potential and seismic

methods and, finally, drilling exploratory wells. In offshore

areas, some investigation methods are impossible or often

not employed, so that the conventional exploration model

involved entails mainly extensive use of seismic methods,

before drilling exploration wells.

Generally, studies of the petroleum resource potential of

a region begin with the acquisition of fundamental geo-

logical knowledge. Onshore, the first investigations are

surveys of the topography and of geological attributes and

features discernible from the surface. Those observations

can frequently suggest fundamental aspects of the geology

of a region. At this stage, explorationists seek to understand

the geological framework in relation to hydrocarbon

potential—whether compression or extensional forces

prevail, whether sedimentary basins are present, whether

there is evidence of structures favorable for the accumu-

lation of hydrocarbons and whether there is other evidence

of a functional petroleum system.

For many years, this type of study was practically the

only source of information on which exploratory efforts

were based, and was even utilized in order to select the

most favorable drilling sites. In the case of anticline folds

discernible on the surface, many successful wells were

drilled in the USA, solely based on the observation of

exposed anticline tops. Until well into the twentieth cen-

tury, these observations were preponderant in guiding

exploratory efforts (Hoswell 1934). Other empirically

guided exploratory methods were also successfully

employed, such as ‘‘creekology,’’ or the drilling of suc-

cessive wells along a riverbed or creek. If the first well was

successful, subsequent wells drilled along the same creek

had, in fact, a greater chance of being successful. Even

without the understanding that we now have, regarding the

geological processes that occur underground, many of

those wells drilled followed the tops of anticlines. Those

structures weakened surface rocks and facilitated their

erosion, thus forming preferential channels for surface

water flows. When drilling along such formations, those

explorationists were unwittingly selecting the most

favorable locations for hydrocarbon accumulations in the

subsurface, and, not surprisingly, achieving greater success

(Frehner 2004).

The development of remote sensing tools, such as side-

looking airborne radar (SLAR), facilitated the observation

of surface features as a means of acquiring information

about the subsurface. By highlighting faults, evidence of

anticlines and other structures, this technology allowed

exploratory methods based on surface observations to find

continued use and is still used as a complementary tool in

hydrocarbon exploration (USGS 2016).

As more observations are made and more knowledge is

acquired and accumulated, the geological framework of the

area under study becomes better understood. Other inves-

tigation tools for O&G exploration then come into play.

With the advent of 2D seismic techniques that reach great

depths, this technology became a fundamental part of the

suite of exploration tools utilized by the O&G industry.

Offshore exploration, in particular, often begins with

extensive 2D seismic surveys. The visualization of geo-

logic sections in great detail can suggest the presence of

structures (traps) that may hold hydrocarbons, rock layers

that may act as source rock, reservoir rock and seals, as

well as faults, intrusions and rock kinetics that may provide

adequate migration routes. Seismic technology can thus

help define exploratory leads and their relative favorability,

based on information about depths, structural organization

and other information (Chopra and Marfurt 2005). All

these could represent key indications to reinforce or refute

evidence of a functioning petroleum system, that is, one

that generated, migrated and accumulated hydrocarbons.

Non-seismic geophysical investigation tools such as

surveys conducted with potential methods (gravimetric,

magnetometric, electromagnetic, resistivity, magnetotel-

luric, etc.) have also been utilized to delineate structures

and reinforce or refute indications of geological favora-

bility for hydrocarbon accumulation, furnished by seismic

surveys (Sheriff 2002). The fact that many of those tools

can be employed in aerial surveys facilitates their use and

reduces their cost in relation to seismic, especially onshore,

where seismic acquisition is slow and onerous.

After carrying out surveys with 2D seismic and other

tools, the use of 3D seismic techniques furnishes a sub-

surface image that is much more detailed. It is generally

utilized in order to carry out surveys over areas already

indicated as being more prospective, thus focusing this

more expensive and detailed exploration effort over smal-

ler, more promising areas. Despite being a more expensive

technology than 2D seismic, 3D seismic furnishes a sub-

surface image in the form of a ‘‘seismic cube.’’ This allows

a more detailed definition of structures at the reservoir

scale, as well as the use of seismic attributes that may

provide evidence of fluids and reduce the inherent
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uncertainties associated with the information obtained by

prior geophysical tools employed (Cartwright and Huuse

2005).

Only then, with a better visualization of possible struc-

tures that may trap fluids are exploratory (or wildcat) wells

drilled, in the hope of confirming the existence of hydro-

carbon accumulations that were previously only inferred. It

is an axiom of the oil industry that ‘‘only drilling an oilwell

can confirm the presence of oil.’’ Since this is by far the

most expensive part of the exploration process, other

geophysical exploratory tools are always exhaustively

employed before a wildcat well is drilled.

An exception to the rule that drilling is very expensive is

the case of some onshore areas, where wells are shallow

and relatively inexpensive to drill. The systematic drilling

of exploratory wells was even suggested as a means of

ascertaining the petroleum potential of a large region in

Brazil, under the assumption that this would ensure that

any existing accumulations would certainly be found (Ba-

coccoli 2003). Despite being obviously impractical and

prohibitively expensive, this tactic almost came to be

applied, since the prolific Sergipe-Alagoas basin exhibited

a very favorable success rate, as well as very inexpensive

wells, although the discovery size was uncertain (Aquino

and Lana 1989).

Constraints of the current exploration model

The entrenched current exploration model of the O&G

industry and its associated geophysical investigation tools

signify that the exploratory investigation of any frontier or

other large exploratory areas will inevitably require huge

investments and long lead times before reasonable

knowledge about its prospectivity is accumulated. Even if

the investigated area proves to be unfavorable for hydro-

carbon accumulations, and no discoveries can be expected,

that conclusion will only be reached after all the stages

involved in the current exploration model are completed.

That means that operators must assume large costs and

risks that cannot be easily mitigated, regardless of the

exploratory outcome.

The determination of which geophysical investigation

tools are employed, and when and how they are employed,

are firmly entrenched in the O&G industry. Given the fact

that with this exploration model the industry has been

extraordinarily successful in finding conventional O&G

resources, now estimated at approximately 3 trillion barrels

worldwide (IEA 2014), it cannot be faulted for stanchly

following this recipe even today.

Unfortunately, the same model that has been so suc-

cessful in allowing large volumes of resources to have been

discovered now effectively prevents O&G players from

carrying out exploratory activities over much of the

remaining prospective exploratory areas of the world. If

successfully explored, those frontier areas could potentially

continue providing new discoveries for the O&G industry.

In part, this is due to the marginal attractiveness of

current oil prices. This scenario is believed to be the result

of a fundamental imbalance in supply and demand condi-

tions, which would suggest that prices may be in a long-

term cycle of lower equilibrium levels, rather than under-

going a market fluctuation of relatively limited duration

(Dourado and Jones 2015).

However, another impediment to effective exploration of

vast new frontier areas is the impractical, lengthy and oner-

ous nature of the current exploratory model. Even offshore,

new seismic 2D surveys over wide areas are prohibitively

expensive, when considering the expanses involved. Fur-

thermore, such large surveys involve acquisition and inter-

pretation cycles that reach into years. Most operators, even

those focused on high-risk, large reward plays, cannot justify

such large outlays over such long time horizons, since that

implies large and highly unpredictable risks.

Speculative surveys (spec surveys) carried out by

acquisition companies that can then sell results to several

clients have recently become more common in the seismic

acquisition industry. In relation to the conventional

acquisition model of surveys carried out by client demand

(proprietary surveys), the alternative spec survey business

model allows the cost and risk of large acquisition projects

to be shared among potentially interested O&G companies.

This cost sharing also helps to prop the demand for such

services when O&G players are more reluctant to invest in

proprietary surveys that have large upfront costs which

must be borne by a single client. Unfortunately, acquisition

companies are generally still unable to afford the cost or

justify the risks involved in conducting such large-scale

‘‘spec’’ surveys on their own.

Although there are many regions in the world consid-

ered promising exploratory plays, few industry players or

governments are willing and able to jump-start their

development, given the size of those plays and the risks,

costs and time involved. These constraints represent the

first aspect of the paradigm of the current exploration

model that the oil and gas industry must break.

Examples of world-class plays that remain
underexplored

Worldwide, there are many examples of potentially

attractive exploratory plays that remain underexplored, and

thus underdeveloped, due to the difficulties involved in

financing and executing the activities dictated by the cur-

rent exploratory model.
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The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) World Petroleum

Assessment 2000 (USGS 2000) reviewed and assessed

many regions in the world, corresponding to known sedi-

mentary basins with potential petroleum resources. From

that overall assessment, many large assessment units,

which roughly correspond to known petroleum systems,

were identified as underexplored plays. Among these are

areas in North America (Labrador-Newfoundland Shelf,

East Greenland Rift basins), South America (Guyana-

Suriname basin, Falklands Plateau), Africa (most areas

along the West African coast: West-Central Coastal,

Orange River Coastal, etc.), South Asia (Indus, Bombay,

Ganges–Brahmaputra Delta, Irrawaddy, etc.), Asia Pacific

(many, including large onshore basins in China and

Southeast Asia), Former Soviet Union (large onshore

basins such as West Siberian, Baykit and others) and Arctic

and Antarctic regions.

In Brazil, an assessment of the yet-to-find-oil potential

of a major world-class petroleum play, the presalt province,

was carried out in 2011 (Jones and Chaves 2011) and 2015

(Jones and Chaves 2015). The 2015 probabilistic assess-

ment pointed to between 176 billion (P90) and 273 billion

(P10) barrels of recoverable resources. That region, how-

ever, would demand investments that are beyond the

capability of the country’s national oil company, Petrobras.

Ever since the first major discoveries, in 2006, and given

the political decision to keep all exploration and develop-

ment phases under strict Petrobras control, this region has

not received any significant exploratory efforts outside the

current concession blocks, or the production sharing con-

tract area of Libra. All investments foreseen are to be

allocated to developing resources within and contiguous to

blocks with existing discoveries, not toward new explo-

ration efforts (TB Petroleum 2016).

Brazil also harbors other significant exploratory plays

with petroleum potential, including the basins of the

Equatorial Margin, an immense region of sedimentary

basins over one million km2 in area. Plays in this region

could represent analogs to proven plays in the West Afri-

can coast, as well as to plays in the northwestern extension

of the Equatorial Margin (Guyana). Significant discoveries

have been made in the West African analog region (Tullow

2016) and in the northwestern extension of the Equatorial

Margin (Offshore Magazine 2016). Major basins in the

Equatorial Margin include Foz do Amazonas, Pará-Mar-

anhão, Ceará, Potiguar and others, and many of these had

exploration blocks included in the 11th Oil & Gas Bidding

Round by the ANP (the Brazilian national petroleum

agency), in 2013, in which some blocks reached bid offers

of over US$100 million (ANP 2013). This suggests that

operators are convinced of the resource potential of this

region, yet the region remains extremely underexplored.

Other large, underexplored basins in Brazil include the

offshore basin of Pelotas (347,000 km2), the deep offshore

portion of Sergipe-Alagoas basin, the Espı́rito Santo basin

(194,000 km2), and even onshore basins with interesting

potential, such as the large Solimões (440,000 km2),

Amazonas (268,000 km2), Parnaı́ba (669,000 km2) and

Paraná (1,500,000 km2) basins (Milani 2007; ANP 2015).

Elsewhere in the world, the Arctic Circle, with potions

claimed by several countries, such as Russia, Canada, USA

and Norway, is another example of a region considered to

hold vast O&G potential, but which remains largely

unexplored.

The pressing need to develop new exploratory
plays

The exploration, development and production of many

frontier exploration plays are of strategic importance to the

countries where they are located, generating significant

discussion regarding geopolitical implications, and the

need for additional exploration efforts and defense con-

siderations (Judice and Jones 2016). Despite this, in gen-

eral, the budgetary allocations of the national oil

companies (NOCs) or the national petroleum agencies

charged with conducting bidding rounds for exploration

concessions are insufficient to allow them to carry out such

surveys. Thus, the cost, delay and risk associated with the

current exploration model hamper the development of new

O&G resources in those countries.

The USGS World Petroleum Assessment 2000 indicated

potentially very large volumes of recoverable resources,

even at conservative (P95) probabilistic levels, for many of

the world’s known petroleum basins (USGS 2000). How-

ever, these estimates came with an extremely high uncer-

tainty range, since many assessed areas are highly

underexplored or are frontier basins where exploratory

efforts have hardly begun. This evidences the need for

significant exploratory efforts to be made, in order to more

realistically ascertain the potential of these areas.

In Brazil, for example, the USGS assessed several major

basins in 2012 (USGS 2012) and suggested that there are

between 54 billion (P95) and 343 billion (P05) recoverable

barrels of oil equivalent resources in just ten assessed

Brazilian basins (Solimões, Amazonas, Parnaı́ba, Paraná,

Foz do Amazonas, Sergipe-Alagoas, Espı́rito Santo, Cam-

pos, Santos and Pelotas). The figures have large uncertainty

ranges, since most of these basins are still generally very

underexplored.

With such large potential resources possibly present in

so many prospective exploratory areas around the globe,

the potential resource base involved cannot be ignored. If
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adequate exploration efforts were to be made, surely at

least some of those areas would yield significant discov-

eries, corresponding at least to the P95 probabilistic values

of yet-to-find economically recoverable resources.

Furthermore, when considering all forms of primary

energy sources, it is important that optimization and

ranking of all energy sources be considered and pursued, as

a means of increasing overall economic wellbeing. This

objective follows logically from the dominant paradigm in

economics: Benefits (or ‘‘utility,’’ the term utilized by

economists) are maximized when resources are optimally

allocated, within an efficient price system (hopefully, one

that considers externalities). This concept is the foundation

of modern economics since nineteenth-century neoclassical

economists Menger, Jevons and Walras formalized these

concepts (Bilginsoy 2015).

In today’s energy scenario, where the price of all forms

of energy is held down by relatively low oil and gas prices,

the development of alternative fuels and energy sources

finds serious impediments. These alternatives are relatively

uncompetitive during the initial stages of their respective

technological life cycles, since costs are initially high,

before technological breakthroughs are achieved or

economies of scale come into play. Today, given the cur-

rent stage of the development cycle of alternative energy

sources, including unconventional hydrocarbon resources,

many of these resources are still uncompetitive or only

marginally competitive, and their environmental footprint

and life cycle impacts are not completely understood and

may even be higher than that of conventional oil and nat-

ural gas (Gordon 2012).

Thus, the world faces an imperative to find, develop and

produce resources that may have a lower environmental

impact, and which may be more competitive than the

unconventional resources that are beginning to be consid-

ered as future energy sources for the world. This objective

requires that the O&G industry expend exploratory efforts

in areas that exhibit resource potential, but remain unex-

plored or underexplored. Unfortunately, with the current

exploration model, it will be nearly impossible to carry out

the geophysical investigations required in order to confirm

or refute that potential, within reasonable cost and time

constraints.

The industry needs to embrace new technologies, new

concepts and new approaches to doing business, if it wishes

to accelerate the exploratory process, reduce costs, improve

its exploratory performance and, most importantly, remain

competitive. These demands on the O&G are the second

aspect of the paradigm of the current exploration model

that the oil and gas industry must break.

Resistance to innovation in the O&G industry

The O&G industry is very conservative, despite the fact

that it often touts its innovative tendency. While it has

embraced and even benefitted from evolutionary, rather

than revolutionary improvements in the geophysical

investigation tools employed, it has not welcomed disrup-

tive technologies, which have taken many years to become

accepted, even when they have been successfully

employed.

This is the case, for example, with floating production,

storage and offloading rigs (FPSOs), which long ago came

to be the accepted standard production technology for fast-

tracking new offshore fields into production. The devel-

opment and production model employing FPSOs has pro-

ven to be effective, viable and reliable and has accelerated

production from new deepwater fields and brought opera-

tional advantages, yet the O&G industry as a whole was

very slow in embracing this model, especially in the USA.

It was only in 2006 that the first FPSO for the Gulf of

Mexico was approved, proposed by Petrobras, which had

already established the FPSO model as its standard oper-

ating model (Offshore Technology 2008). Only in 2012 did

the first Gulf of Mexico FPSO (BW Pioneer) finally enter

into production, some 37 years after the first FPSO began

operating in the North Sea (Oil and Gas Journal 2012). In

Africa, the FPSO model only made significant inroads

since 2000, despite being a region with prime offshore

potential (Offshore Engineer 2015).

There are many geophysical tools available in order to

help identify and confirm or exclude the possibility of

hydrocarbon accumulations in the subsurface; however, the

O&G industry is still firmly committed to following the

current exploration model, relatively unchanged over the

past decades. Some geophysical investigation tools avail-

able today have exhibited impressive technological

advances in performance (Lambert 2015), yet petroleum

exploration efforts in most regions continues to demand an

extremely long, tedious and expensive process of acquisi-

tion of pertinent geological information, mostly with con-

ventional tools, such as 2D and 3D seismic methods.

Furthermore, the current petroleum exploration model

does not allow for a fundamental alteration of the order of

the geophysical investigation tools employed, while still

predominantly relying on the use of seismic surveys.

Alternative geophysical investigation tools have barely

made inroads in exploration budgets, in relation to seismic

tools (Barclays Capital 2010, apud Peebler 2010, p. 5). In

fact, the industry trend is to concentrate even more of its

geophysical exploration budget on the most expensive
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form of seismic acquisition, 3D seismic surveys, which

reached over 85% market share in 2015 (Transparency

Market Research 2017). The O&G industry still operates

on the ‘‘Seismic is King’’ rule (Bamford 2015). This con-

centration of investments in a single, although very useful,

geophysical investigation tool has resulted in a severe lack

of diversification of tools employed, and a lack of incentive

for developing and applying alternative technologies.

The obsession with seismic has been commented by

researchers who lament the lack of attention, initiatives and

investment dedicated to alternative or unconventional

geophysical investigation technologies and methods (Wil-

son et al. 2015; Kleemeyer 2015). The industry routinely

faces increasing challenges related to lower prices, deeper

depths, greater water columns, greater need for detailed

imaging and more demanding safety and environmental

concerns. Until now, historical advances in the capabilities

and performance of seismic technologies have been key to

keeping the O&G industry competitive, especially in new

and more challenging economic and operating

environments.

To a certain extent, the conservative nature of the O&G

industry is understandable, since it deals with high-risk,

high-cost exploration projects with long return periods, and

drilling of exploratory wells involves decisions with

extremely high costs and risks, especially in frontier

regions. However, given the potential benefits that could

accrue from new technologies and concepts, the inertia of

the industry cannot be justified, nor its excessive focus on

seismic tools, when alternative tools could bring step-

change technological advances and benefits.

New geophysical investigation tools

Today, there exist geophysical investigation tools that can

almost be considered direct hydrocarbon indicators (DHIs),

that is, tools that could theoretically directly suggest the

existence of hydrocarbon accumulations, something that

even the best seismic techniques are so far unable to do

consistently and reliably. Some of these tools, such as

controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM), and other tools

based on detection of electromagnetic properties, can dis-

tinguish the type of fluid present in subsurface reservoirs,

based on the difference in properties and response of

hydrocarbons, in relation to water. Unfortunately, they still

suffer from certain limitations, such as spatial definition,

depth of investigation and relatively slow and expensive

aerial acquisition methods (Macgregor and Tomlinson

2014).

Another geophysical investigation tool that is still in the

initial stages of development of its technological potential

is magnetotelluric surveys. Magnetotelluric methods also

allow the identification and distinction between different

types of rocks and fluids, coming close to being a DHI.

While they also have operational limitations, especially for

use over large areas (Strack 2013), magnetotelluric meth-

ods can furnish valuable complementary information for

subsurface mapping of carbonatic rocks or salt structures,

which are normally challenging even for the most sophis-

ticated seismic tools (Zhdanov et al. 2011).

Geophysical investigation tools based on electromag-

netic properties are supported by fundamental concepts of

physics and the electromagnetic behavior of different

materials that have long been known to scientists. How-

ever, in general, their commercial application is still

incipient, since they generally require acquisition equip-

ment that renders their surveys relatively expensive in

relation to seismic methods, especially offshore, where

seismic acquisition is relatively competitive.

Geophysical investigation tools based on the principle of

seep detection (small leaks entailing hydrocarbon fractions

that can travel from reservoirs to the surface, even if in

minute quantities) may be applied at different acquisition

scales. These range from the detection of seeps to confirm

the existence of working petroleum systems in large

regional surveys (Shengwei 2012), to reservoir and even

well scale detection of hydrocarbon fractions directly

leaking from specific accumulations, achieved with ultra-

sensitive sea-bottom detection systems (Mcconnell 2016).

They can indicate the presence of a working petroleum

system, yet cannot guarantee the existence of a hydrocar-

bon accumulation in a reservoir.

Gravity-based geophysical investigation tools have also

improved markedly in the last few years and today include

both gravimetry and gravity gradiometry technologies that

can provide very detailed density imaging of the subsur-

face, down to the reservoir scale. Such tools have been very

effective in order to provide complementary geological,

structural and fluid information (Nabighian et al. 2005).

They also come close to being a DHI, since lower-density

hydrocarbon accumulations can be directly inferred by

advanced gravity gradiometry tools. Because gravity

detection (based on mass density) is independent from

other potential field methods, such as seismic or electro-

magnetic tools, its value also lies in providing an inde-

pendent confirmation or denial of hydrocarbon

accumulation potential. In particular, full tensor gradient

(FTG) gravity data acquisition entails measuring the hori-

zontal gravity tensor components (Txx, Tyy, Txy, Txz and

Tyz), as well as the vertical tensor component (Tzz), with

sensitive gravimeters (Murphy and Brewster 2007). These

components represent the spatial rate of change of gravi-

tational acceleration and have a much more precise

response than the gravity magnitude vector, allowing a

better estimate of depth and composition of targets.
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Finally, another geophysical investigation tool available

is a technology that allows the identification of subsurface

stress regime anomalies. Stress field detection (SFD)

anomalies are generally present in the case of major geo-

logical features, such as faults, folds, salt kinetics and

others. More importantly, lateral stress regime anomalies

are also involved in regions where fluids are trapped in

reservoirs, giving rise to pressured regions. The different

stress regimes represent subsurface stress anomalies that

can be interpreted to point to possible fluid accumulations.

Besides hydrocarbons (oil or gas), other trapped fluids,

such as water, brine, non-hydrocarbon gases, can produce

such anomalies. However, the possibility of identifying

confined fluids is novel and important, since it allows not

only the identification of prospective (hopefully hydrocar-

bon) fluid accumulations, but also the identification of

areas without fluid accumulation. This is particularly

valuable in excluding such areas from further exploratory

efforts, thus limiting expenditures of exploration efforts, if

the presence of confined fluids is unlikely.

SFD involves the detection of minute gravitational field

perturbations due to the effect of subsurface stress changes

along an investigated survey route, an effect that is

detected with interferometry techniques, which have

recently been widely used in gravitation field detection,

instead of conventional gravimetry (Anderson et al. 2011).

Since all forms of energy are sources for the gravitational

field, stress energy can lead to changes in its direction and

magnitude, and detection of such anomalies can provide a

proxy detection method for associated occurrences of fluids

confined in reservoirs. Various researchers have proposed

the use of gravity tensor changes as potential geophysical

methods (Bongs and Kruger 2012; Schmidt et al. 2011; Jqi

2010; Liszicasz and Mustaqeem 2012; New Scientist

2017). These effects are not related to the density effects on

the gravity tensors that FTG exploits, since in this case,

quantum gravity tensor disturbances are being observed.

Stress field detection technology also has the advantage

of being able to be acquired aerially, at high speeds, and

acquisition data does not have to be further processed in

order to be interpreted, which reduces costs and time spent

on acquisition. However, this geophysical investigation

tool does not provide 3D visualization of the surveyed area,

nor does it provide depth information for the indicated

anomalies. Furthermore, lateral resolution is relatively low

in relation to structural definition tools, such as 3D seismic,

so it is most effective in surveys over large areas, when

searching for large hydrocarbon pools, as is usually the

objective in frontier areas, where, initially, only the most

significant accumulations would be of interest. However,

this technology remains limited to a single commercial

supplier of geophysical surveys, and it must be comple-

mented with the use of other geophysical investigation

tools, in order to obtain detailed structural and other

information that can be used in final exploration decisions.

A new exploration model for the O&G industry

The new exploration model that the O&G industry must

adopt needs to shorten the time required for pertinent

geological knowledge to be acquired, it must lower costs of

the exploration process itself, and it must allow risk

reduction measures to be applied to the exploration pro-

cess. This last requirement is extremely important, since

unacceptable risks that cannot be mitigated are the main

impediment to investing in exploration projects conducted

by potential operators.

In order for risk reduction measures to be available to

operators, the exploration model employed should allow

the O&G industry to effectively and efficiently explore and

find petroleum resources, but if initial investigations sug-

gest that the investigated area does not exhibit adequate

discovery potential, it should allow exploration efforts to

be terminated before large, unrecoverable expenditures are

made.

Breaking the current exploration model of the O&G

industry implies adopting a new concept in petroleum

exploration. The objective is to first obtain indications of

the existence of possible hydrocarbon accumulations. Only

afterward, if any such accumulations were to be indicated,

would additional investigations be conducted, including

using conventional geophysical tools (seismic, etc.). This

involves a profound inversion of the order in which the

various stages of the conventional exploratory model are

performed. However, it also requires the use of geophysical

tools that could suggest an independent and direct indica-

tion of hydrocarbon accumulation potential, while being

relatively inexpensive, fast and easy to employ right at the

beginning of the exploratory process, over large areas.

While such requirements would seem to be overly

demanding, such tools would not have to provide much

detail or other geologically pertinent information. At this

early stage of the exploratory cycle, the main objective is

merely to obtain an indication of the existence or absence

of possible prospective areas, not a full delineation of the

regional or local geology, or of the prospects themselves.

As described above, there are many effective geophys-

ical investigation tools available in the suite of tools that

the O&G industry can employ. The tools employed do not

necessarily need to be infallible or even be able to pinpoint

hydrocarbon accumulations very accurately, since other

tools available could help verify and further define such

accumulations. Thus, it would be possible to obtain an

indication of whether a region warrants further exploration

efforts, even before seismic methods (2D or 3D) are
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employed, and possibly even before a thorough under-

standing has been acquired about the underlying geological

framework of the region.

Fortunately, although this was not the case in the past,

today, this new exploration model, and the associated

geophysical investigation tools required for it to be effec-

tively implemented are available and technically and eco-

nomically viable.

First experiences with a new exploration model

Although the new exploration model for the O&G industry

has not yet been widely employed in large exploration

projects, there are cases where this new model has been

applied, at least in part, in an effort to benefit from the

advantages of the significant acceleration of the exploration

process and the reduction in costs that it affords.

Pakistan

In Pakistan, in the Kharan Forearc basin (KFB), explo-

ration efforts over a relatively large land area had been

absent for decades. However, Pakistan’s limited reserves

and small O&G production in relation to its fast-growing

demand led authorities to embark on an aggressive strategy

to increase its resource base. The path chosen in 2013 was

to execute a survey over the KFB, covering approximately

30,000 km2, utilizing the stress field detection method.

This survey method allowed the operator to obtain a map of

the observed and identified subsurface stress anomalies,

which were interpreted to provide a direct indication of

areas with highest likelihood of hydrocarbon accumula-

tions (Liszicasz et al. 2013).

This approach represented an important break from the

paradigm of the conventional exploration model of the

O&G industry. That model would have involved starting

the exploration process by carrying out extensive 2D

seismic surveys, then, 3D seismic would have been

acquired over areas judged to contain prospective struc-

tures (leads), and finally, additional geophysical investi-

gation tools would be used, in order to reduce the

uncertainty regarding the existence of hydrocarbon accu-

mulations (dry hole risk). In this case, just as envisioned by

the proposed new exploration model, further seismic

acquisition was planned after initial anomalies were indi-

cated, not before. While the SFD survey was delayed, and

some seismic acquisition ended up being acquired con-

comitantly, the exploration strategy adopted envisioned

subsequent seismic acquisition, in order to produce a

detailed structural map of the anomalies indicated by the

initial SFD survey (Khan 2013).

The survey area comprised a large, remote and inhos-

pitable terrain, subject to significant security issues. The

entire campaign was completed in only a few months. To

similarly identify areas of likely hydrocarbon accumula-

tion, a conventional 2D and 3D campaign over such an area

would have been impossible to execute with a similar

budget, and it would have taken much longer to acquire

and interpret the data and deliver results.

The conclusions presented from this experience suggest

that the integration of seismic information with the results

from the SFD survey shows a very good correlation

between the anomalies identified by the SFD survey and

the structural/stratigraphic leads indicated by seismic. The

exploration model utilized also allowed the SFD survey to

detect geological structural elements that could act as fluid

traps. Furthermore, integration of these exploration tools

helped mitigate the risk associated with trap failure and

allowed a ranking of the identified leads, furnishing a

valuable decision aid (Khan 2013).

Thus, a case in which the current exploration model was

discarded in favor of a completely new approach, involving

a reversal of the order in which geophysical acquisition

tools are employed, successfully reduced costs and reduced

the time required to reach prospect drilling decisions.

Mexico

In Mexico, the southern Gulf of Mexico has provided

important discoveries, including Cantarell field, a super-

giant field that has produced over 7 billion barrels of oil for

Mexico. However, Mexico’s relatively unfavorable legal

framework for petroleum exploration had discouraged

exploratory activities until 2014, when a new hydrocarbons

law was passed, which substantially improved the attrac-

tiveness of exploratory efforts in the country. Thus, in the

last years Mexico experienced sharp declines in production

from existing fields and did not make significant discov-

eries. Mexico was in the uncomfortable position of possi-

bly becoming oil dependent, after years of being a

significant exporter, while it had already become a net gas

importer in 2000, negatively affecting its economy (Seelke

et al. 2015).

Given the dire outlook for its petroleum resource base

and production, there was strong pressure to make up for

lost time in exploratory efforts. In 2012, Mexican national

oil company PEMEX, at that time the sole O&G operator

in the country, decided to embark on an aggressive

exploration campaign, seeking to reverse the trend in past

discoveries and to accelerate the exploratory process of the

region. It was clear that following a conventional explo-

ration model would have resulted in a very expensive and

slow process, incompatible with capital budgets and the

urgent exploratory needs of the country.
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Furthermore, the stark differences in exploration and

production activity between the northern (US) and southern

(Mexico) sectors of the Gulf of Mexico, both onshore and

offshore, begged the question of whether nature had pro-

vided very different geological favorability for O&G in

each sector, or had Mexico simply been remiss in its own

exploration efforts. The aging Mexican onshore fields, and

the few but sizeable discoveries in the Mexican offshore

sector, suggested that the latter case was the more likely, so

the exploratory potential of the Mexican sector warranted

urgent assessment.

In order to avoid some of the insurmountable costs and

delays associated with an exploratory campaign conducted

according to the conventional exploratory model, the initial

survey method chosen was a widely spaced geophysical

investigation with the SFD method, covering a large area

of over 200.000 km2. The exploratory campaign provided

verification opportunities because the survey area included

areas with known hydrocarbon accumulations that had

prior seismic coverage available, as well as results from

other geophysical acquisition tools, such as gravity gra-

diometry and magnetometry (Escalera et al. 2013).

The survey lines flown were widely spaced and directed

toward specific regions of interest, so that they were more

like analogs to 2D seismic lines, although their results

provide entirely different types of information. While a 2D

survey would show geological features in an interpreted

section, the SFD survey only provided indications of areas

with potential hydrocarbon accumulations. Nevertheless,

strong evidence was produced in favor of the usefulness of

executing an exploration campaign that did not follow the

conventional exploration model. The initial exploration

stage relied, instead, on a geophysical investigation tool

that directly provided an indication of possible hydrocar-

bon accumulations.

Based on the comparison studies between the results

from the unconventional survey method and prior geo-

physical information available, it was concluded that there

was a high correlation between the survey anomalies

indicated and the known hydrocarbon accumulations that

had already been producing. The SFD anomalies exhibited

significant correlation with seismically interpreted struc-

tures of interest, regardless of water depth or the presence

of salt, and were most effective at detecting anomalies with

a linear extent greater than 2 km. It was also concluded that

employing the alternative exploration model can provide

savings in time and cost required to conduct the campaign,

allowing subsequent geophysical investigation steps to be

focused on the survey anomalies indicated (Escalera et al.

2013).

Since the region of the Mexican exploration campaign

could contain geological structures and features that are

typically challenging for seismic acquisition, such as salt

bodies, there were important and pertinent concerns

regarding the effectiveness of the new exploration model

and the SFD method in unknown geological settings. The

comparison studies concluded that the alternative explo-

ration model employed was, indeed, effective in identify-

ing hydrocarbon accumulation targets in different

lithologies (carbonates, terrigenous sediments), different

environments (onshore, offshore), varying water depths,

different geological settings (different types of traps) and

over/under/next to different structures (salt bodies) (Es-

calera et al. 2013).

Large accumulations were of greatest interest, since a

large area with a relative absence of recent activity and

discoveries would require a large prize to justify invest-

ments in new O&G projects. Thus, the designed SFD

survey crossed a total of 64 known hydrocarbon accumu-

lations of various sizes, containing 12.05 billion bbl of 3P

reserves, of which 47 were successfully identified (73%).

However, the 47 anomalies represented 11.92 billion bbl of

the total reserves; thus, the positive identification of known

reserves was close to 99%. The unidentified 17 accumu-

lations were primarily in isolated locations and had a linear

extent of less than 2 km.

Even if only large targets could be identified when

employing a new exploration model using a wide spacing

for the unconventional survey method employed, the

results of the exploratory campaign demonstrated a suc-

cessful case of breaking the current paradigm of the

exploration model, in favor of employing the new explo-

ration model proposed.

Bolivia

In Bolivia, another instance of an exploration campaign

that broke the paradigm of the current exploration model of

the O&G industry took place. In this case, the motivation

was to expand hydrocarbon exploration in Bolivia, since

the country is a large gas exporter to Brazil and Argentina,

yet its discovery rate of new gas accumulations has not

kept pace with production. Given its relatively restrictive

legislation and generally unfavorable political situation and

regulatory framework, there has been a lack of significant

foreign investment. Thus, the country was compelled to

accelerate exploration activities, and since YPFB, the

national oil company of Bolivia, would not have been able

to carry out an exploration campaign according to the

current exploration model of the O&G industry, a new

approach was adopted.

The exploration campaign undertaken had the main

objective of directly investigating possible hydrocarbon

accumulations, which could allow discovery and produc-

tion to begin much sooner than under a conventional

exploration campaign. Another objective was to suggest
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new exploration targets for future campaigns, in order to

establish a sustained flow of new leads and discoveries. A

third objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of the

unconventional survey method employed in directly iden-

tifying hydrocarbon accumulations. If it were shown to be

effective, the new exploration model could more confi-

dently continue to be employed in the country, as a part of

its exploration strategy (Belmonte et al. 2016).

As in the case of Mexico, the SFD survey employed as

part of the exploration strategy proved to be effective in

identifying known hydrocarbon accumulations. In addition,

the survey was able to produce a map of ranked anomalies

indicative of hydrocarbon accumulation potential, which

provided indications of numerous prospective leads. As a

further demonstration that the exploration campaign was

committed to a new exploration model for its activities,

additional conventional geophysical investigations were

planned after, not before, the initial survey was completed.

Just as the proposed exploration model would suggest,

detailed geophysical investigations, including seismic,

were subsequently conducted and are still planned. These

involve integration studies between existing geophysical

information and SFD survey results, as well as additional

SFD surveys (Belmonte et al. 2016).

An important conclusion from this case was the confir-

mation of the viability of executing an exploration cam-

paign on a national level, without following the procedures

dictated by the current exploration model of the O&G

industry. This approach demonstrated that an alternative

exploration model and the use of an unconventional survey

method could successfully achieve multiple objectives,

such as lead generation in frontier areas, lead confirmation

in areas where existing geophysical information suggested

prospectivity, and establishing a novel framework for a

national exploration strategy.

Conclusion

As now practiced, the current exploration model of the oil

and gas industry condemns it to a long and onerous pro-

cess, when surveying large frontier areas. Due to the high

cost and delay, many possibly attractive areas are thus left

unexplored for long periods, especially in a marginally

attractive oil price environment. This situation is exacer-

bated when conventional investment sources are scarce, or

when other limiting factors, such as political or regulatory

aspects impede adequate exploration efforts.

Faced with a challenging economic scenario and the

need to prospect immense frontier areas that could provide

new and rewarding exploratory opportunities, the oil and

gas industry needs to adopt a new exploration model,

focused on a faster, less expensive and more direct way of

identifying and assessing prospective leads. New and

emerging technologies are the key to achieving this

change. Fortunately, several of these technologies are now

available, and they have proven to be effective and com-

patible with the new exploration model proposed.

If the world economy is to develop in a way that pri-

oritizes the development of the resources with the most

favorable economic and environmental characteristics, they

must first be known and discovered. This requires that

exploration efforts be directed toward many unexplored

and underexplored regions in the world. For this to happen,

the O&G industry must overcome the constraints of the

current exploration model that it employs, especially those

related to the large risk of exploration campaigns in frontier

areas. A new exploration model and new geophysical

investigation tools that allow faster and less expensive

exploration cycles would open many heretofore-unex-

plored areas with potential hydrocarbon accumulations to

economic exploration efforts.

Many regions in the world have vast areas that could

benefit from the adoption of a new exploration model that

would allow a faster, more objective and more competitive

path to ascertaining their resource potential. Various suc-

cessful experiences in employing the new exploration

model proposed suggest that this approach is indeed viable.

Executing preliminary surveys over large, unexplored or

underexplored areas, obtaining prospectivity information

upfront and reducing the time, cost and risk of exploratory

campaigns are no longer an impossibility. It has been shown

to be possible, by breaking the paradigm of the current

explorationmodel that theO&G industry has long used. In the

new exploration model proposed, conventional geophysical

acquisition tools are not replaced, but utilized in different

ways, in conjunction with new geophysical acquisition tools

that are compatible with that new exploration model.

Furthermore, quantitative results suggest that the pro-

posed new exploration model can identify existing hydro-

carbon accumulations with high confidence, shorten the

exploration cycle, reduce costs of exploratory campaigns

and jump-start the development of exploratory areas.
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